
1951 Allard P1  

$44,777 Ex Gov't Charge*

Category: Used
Kilometres: 85662 kms
Colour: Yellow
Transmission: Manual
Body: Sedan
Drive Type: Rear Wheel Drive
Fuel Type: Petrol - Unleaded ULP
Engine: 3.6 Litres
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 8 cylinders
Stock #: 2148
VIN: 91P1958 

Dealer: David Ekberg
Address: 4 Wandarri Court, Cheltenham VIC 3192
Phone: 03 9585 7842

Dealer Comments

Largely forgotten these days but the Allard marque was a force to be reckoned with in motor racing in the early



post-War years. The combination of American V8 power and an English chassis proved very effective and was a
major influence on Carroll Shelby, who used the same formula to great effect with his AC Cobra. Jensen, Bristol
and Sunbeam, amongst others, subsequently built road cars using the same idea. Allard themselves built road
cars in small numbers and these also found themselves in competition. In fact, Sydney Allard drove a P1 saloon
similar to our car to victory in the 1952 Monte Carlo Rally.

Our car was delivered new to New Zealand, where it lived happily before being imported to Australia in 2011.
Shortly before it left it received a full engine rebuild and considerable other work, detailed in a magazine article that
comes with the car, together with an interesting history file.

Today, the car is in above-average condition but there is still scope to improve it. Still, where are you going to find
another one? It is guaranteed to draw a crowd at any car event with its rather bizarre styling and V8 rumble.

Note that the odometer reads in miles.

We are marque specialists with Australia's largest range of Bentley cars for sale in our showroom in Bayside
Melbourne. We offer our customers the following benefits:
• Bentley logbook servicing
• competitive finance to approved purchasers
• interstate transport arranged at attractive rates
• specialist vehicle inspections at our premises
• trade-ins accepted

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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